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A famous stunt pilot, Paul Mantz, was killed flying low trying to simulate a takeoff in the
'Phoenix', which is a rather sad epitaph to a marvellously crafted movie.
A daring group of former barnstormers introduced American film fans to flying Stunt pilot
Dick Grace (center, wearing suit) with actress Colleen Moore (right of. Tom Cruise became an
expert helicopter pilot just to film one stunt in The Hollywood actor learned how to fly a
helicopter specifically so that. Cruise, who is well-known for performing outlandish stunts in
his films, is listed deep in the film's credits as the â€œAerostar and Cessna Stunt Pilot.
Mission: Impossible - Rogue Nation's plane stunt Paramount's marketers and Tom Cruise
himself have turned the movie's opening sequence.
Stunt flying as a generic term may include barnstorming (see below), crazy flying aerial
routines), or any spectacular or unusual flying feat performed for film or. These movies run
the gamut from the historical to pure entertainment, but they each hold their own special place
in aviation culture. The first trailer for 'American Made' (flying into UK cinemas 25 It was
already a stunt before he left the cockpit, it was already a serious stunt.â€•.
Tom Cruise Pulled Off an 'Outrageous' Pilot Stunt for 'American Made'. The film's director
recalls watching as the actor left the cockpit of the.
Arthur Everett Scholl (December 24, â€“ September 16, ) was an American aerobatic pilot,
aerial cameraman, flight instructor and educator based in Riverside, Southern California. He
died during the filming of Top Gun when his Pitts S-2 camera plane failed The last line of
credits at the end of the movie Top Gun states This film is. The Blue Max is a British war film
in DeLuxe Color and filmed in CinemaScope, about a In contrast to films that romanticise the
Flying Aces of the Great War, the protagonist of The Blue . and did some of his own flying in
the film, although stunt pilot Derek Piggott was at the controls for the under-the- bridge scene.
After a brief period of commercial flying, Mantz took up the more lucrative career of stunt
flying for the film industry. He quickly proved himself willing and capable.
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